Inside China:
In the wake of the Cultural Revolution
The Maoists have not touched the "system"... but have touched
the hearts of the people . . . in offices, factories and communes.
As We go to press, reports of a cholera epidemic on the
Indian sub-continent serve to underline the epoch-making
significance of the Chinese Revolution for the povertystricken and disease-ridden neo-colonies of the underdeveloped world. In its ability to wrench itself free from
exploited dependency and to make its economy serve the
needs of its people, China has been unique among the
major countries of the third world, contrasting starkly with
the stagnant satellites of America's free world imperium,
from Indochina and India to Nigeria and Brazil.
But the impact of China's Revolution extends beyond its
success in re-allocating social resources, to its more ambitious attempt to restructure the way human resources are

administered in an increasingly complex and modern economy. For radicals in the West, China's "Cultural Revolution," launched in 1966 as an effort to break down bureaucratic hierarchies, both in production and in politics, has
been the most compelling aspect of China's revolutionary
experience. The following report on the fate of the Cultural
Revolution reveals how far-reaching, and yet at the same
time how ambivalent in results the Cultural Revolution has
been. The Red Guards who spear-headed the revolution
have been chastened and sent to "agricultural schools,"
while, as the result of their rebellion, the main balance of
the political process seems to have shifted from the traditionally centralist and hierarchical Communist Party not to
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People's Councils but to the People's Liberation Army, an
organization for which there must be few if any parallels
outside China.
The following article by John Gittings is the first in a
new series of RAMPARTS' reports on contemporary China.
and the second lengthy eyewitness account of the Cultural
Revolution to appear in these pages. (The first by K. S.
Karol appeared in the March 1968 issue.)
John Gittings is a former assistant editor of the Far
Eastern Economic Review and is now a Research Fellow at
London School of Economics' Centre for International
Studies. He spent the month of April in China as a member of a delegation from the Society for Anglo-Chinese
Understanding, on an itinerary which included Canton,
Hangchow, Shanghai, Nanking, Sian, Yenan, Tachai and
Peking. He is the author of The Role of the Chinese Army,
Oxford University Press, 1967, and is currently working
on a study of Chinese Foreign Policy and the Cold War
in Asia.
OMRADE CHANG, FORMERLY HEAD of the Municipal
Housing Department of Chungwen District, Peking, has been in charge of a vegetable garden
since October 1968. Cucumbers, tomatoes and
celery are grown under frames and then transplanted into
the sandy soil which Chang and his colleagues have reclaimed from barren land. Chang sleeps in an outhouse next
to the frames, but he eats his meals down in the ex-army
barracks with everyone else. He has two weekend passes a
month back to the big city, bicycling the 15 kilometers to
his family unless there are enough people going home to
hire a bus. He will stay at the school as long as required,
"according to the needs of the State."
The May 7 Cadre Schools, where officials or "cadres"
from every grade in China are sent "to remold their world
outlook," come high on the list for most foreign visitors today—much to the amazement of some hard-bitten China
Watchers.
However, life is not so bad as all that at the Chungwen
District Cadre School; nor is it a form of punishment for an
errant minority of officials, but rather a process of re-education through which the great majority of them must pass.
According to Mao's directive of October 1968, only the
"old, weak, ill or disabled" are exempt from going to the
countryside. At Chungwen School alone, 600 officials have
already graduated and another 200 remain. There are similar schools for each of the other 17 municipal districts in
Peking.
"Have you done your labor yet?" I heard a cadre asked
once in polite conversation, as casually as the more familiar
greeting of "Have you eaten?" There have been labor campaigns in China before for white-collar workers (the term
"cadre" covers almost anyone employed in an administrative capacity who is, as the Chinese describe it, "divorced
from production"), but in its scope and depth this campaign
is entirely new.

C

"In the cities we knew how to eat, but not how to grow
what we ate. We covered our faces against the dusty winds,
but here in the countryside we can work in a sandstorm

with our faces uncovered. The work is certainly hard,
though probably not intolerable. Only three days a week are
spent in the fields, where the cadres have wrought many
acres of rice-growing paddy out of the unpromising raw
material of roadbeds and sandhills. The other two days are
spent in political studies, going back to the basic principles
of Marxism-Leninism {The Communist Manifesto this
spring, Lenin's Three Components of Marxism in the summer) and in collective discussions and self-criticisms. All
the cadres continue to receive the same rate of pay which
they drew in the city, which means that their families continue to enjoy the same standard of living. For cadres whose
average age is around 40, the school is no picnic, but the
discipline it requires is more mental than physical.

T

HE PURPOSE OF MAO TSE-TUNG'S "May 7th Directive," issued in 1966 at the start of the Cultural
Revolution, was not simply to promote production
but rather to create a diversity of human talents and
social awareness. As the People's Daily explained, the Directive would make it possible "to promote the step-by-step
narrowing of the gap between workers and peasants, town
and country, and mental and manual labor." And this year,
in an editorial on the fifth anniversary of the Directive, the
People's Daily again reminded its readers that, while production is "necessary," it is only a means toward "remolding the cadres' world outlook."

It is not so much what you do as the way you do it which
(within obvious limits) counts in China today. The phrase
"world outlook" means, roughly, how the individual relates
his own identity and behavior to the goals of the wider
"world" around him—we might translate it as a sense of
"social conscience." This phrase goes hand in hand with the
parallel concept of "work style," which means not only the
way you do your work, but the mental attitude which underlies your attitude to that work. Are you working for yourself, the question is frequently asked, or are you working
for China and the world? Do you have the proper world
outlook?
Central to our understanding of the Cultural Revolution
is this greater emphasis on motivation rather than actual
performance. It helps to explain why, even for the most
diligent China Watcher, it is so difficult to identify quantifiable or systematic changes in national policy and planning
since the Cultural Revolution. In this sense the Revolution
was not "about" promoting this policy or abolishing that
one. The Maoists have not touched the "system," or hardly
at all; but they do claim to have touched the hearts of the
Chinese people, not only in the municipal offices, but in the
factories and communes as well.
[CONTRADICTIONS IN THE COUNTRYSIDE]

F

OR SEVERAL YEARS NOW, THE countryside has experienced what might be called the problems of
sufficiency. After the mistakes and natural disasters
of the Great Leap Forward, production picked up
steadily and in 1965, the eve of the Cultural Revolution,
Chinese agriculture was in good shape. But the rise in pro-
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duction was accompanied by a resurgence of capitalistic
practices, with many officials more interested in the results
than in methods. Private cultivation increased at the expense of the collective land; free markets began to blossom;
and an elaborate system of recompensing labor through the
calculation of "work-points," graded according to different
types of work, encouraged differentials in rural incomes.
During the years 1962-65, a series of campaigns was
launched to put socialism back into rural production. They
met with little success, partly because of diflferences between
the Maoists and economic planners in the national leadership (now identified with Liu Shao-ch'i) as to where the root
cause of the trouble lay. The disagreement is complex in its
details, but basically it concerned the problem of "the mass
line." Mao believed that an active and large minority among
the masses wanted more, rather than less, socialism. The same
number may be against more socialism, but the middle-ofthe-roaders—the 40 percent in between—can be won over.
The opposition to Mao was more pessimistic, however, and
perhaps reluctant to tamper with the workings of a New
Economic Policy which at least filled people's stomachs. It
criticized both the masses and local cadres for capitalistic
backsliding, but kept the power for decision-making in the
hands of its own bureaucracy.
As a result of the Cultural Revolution, this power has
been returned to the peasant at the commune level, while
the bureaucrats at the intermediate levels and above have
been chastized. There has been a deliberate policy of decentralization into the communes' hands. Farm machinery stations have been split up, with schools and hospitals now
being run and financed by the commune, and investment
programs decided at the same level. It is claimed that there
has been an upsurge in local initiatives, with more land
reclamation and water-conservation projects than at any
time since the 1958 Great Leap Forward. The commune,
and the semi-autonomous brigades into which it is divided,
are managed by their own Revolutionary Committees on
which peasants and cadres serve together with (in some
cases) a few local soldiers who were sent to the countryside
during the Cultural Revolution to "support the left."
No single element of the agricultural system has been
officially abolished. Almost everywhere in China one can
still see private plots of land, irregular patches where peasants can grow vegetables for the family table. The production team, a subdivision of the brigade (which before the
Cultural Revolution often operated on its own at the expense of the larger collective), still exists. Free markets for
"sideline production" are also admitted to be operating.
Out of all the places that I visited, only in Tachai, the
national model for agriculture, has the private plot and the
production team been abolished. And yet paradoxically this
information is not emphasized in the national "Learn From
Tachai" propaganda. Elsewhere these formal steps will only
be taken when the time is ripe—not by a stroke of the pen.
What does receive wide publicity is the work-point system,
which does still exist, although it now is operated in Tachai
with much more flexibility.
The amount of work performed by an individual is still
recorded daily, and it is given a rough value on a scale from
1 to 11. But these tallies are not final. They are assessed by
12

the individual himself and by his fellow-workers at the end
of the year; and non-material factors are taken into account.
An old man who does light work looking after the pigs may
be judged to set a good political example to the younger
members of the brigade. A woman who is active in welfare
work also will deserve more points. "Now we are working
for revolution and not for work-points," I was told in
Tachai. That is not strictly true, but the new approach
should, in theory, make the work-points serve the revolution
instead of working against it.
Precisely because it depends upon a collective will, rather
than upon any organizational imperative, the future of socialism in the Chinese countryside must still be an open
question. If "backsliding" took place between the 1958
Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution of 1966,
it could happen again. It is at this level that the Thought of
Mao Tse-tung, with its elementary emphasis upon Serving
the People, plays a vital role in inspiring them not to consume their reserves but to go out and reclaim new land.
If the inspiration becomes routinized or lapses for any other
reason, or if Mao's confidence that one can trust the masses
is misplaced, then it will be time for another Cultural Revolution.
[REVOLUTION ON THE FACTORY FLOOR]

"You may have noticed when we were showing you around
our factory that some people had written criticisms of the
management on the blackboards. They are asking us to
have 'simpler administration and better troops.' What is our
attitude to this? Well, Chairman Mao teaches us that the
masses are the real heroes, and, if we think we are better
than them, that is a remnant of Liu Shao-ch'i's revisionism."

I

N THE FACTORIES WHERE LIFE IS more highly struc-

tured than in rural communes, new forms of organization have assumed greater significance since the
Cultural Revolution. But these organizations are only
so strong—or so weak—as the people and relationships
which they encompass. At the Shanghai No. 1 Machine
Tool Plant they had, on paper, a superb Revolutionary
Committee—23 out of its 43 members were from the factory floor. The Plant also had been personally praised by
Mao for training workers to become technicians by setting
up its own engineering college.
Yet, when we visited the plant, something was wrong.
We were harried and hurried from one workshop to the
next with a most untypical lack of Chinese courtesy. The
working atmosphere seemed tense and machines were idle.
Soon they hoped to set up, I was told, a Workers' Representative Assembly which would "supervise the work of the
Revolutionary Committee." (These new workers' bodies,
which have replaced the former trade unions, already were
established in other factories we visited, although usually
without the power of "supervision.") Perhaps there was
disagreement between rival factions in the factory over who
should represent the workers, even though the factions officially have been disbanded. During the Cultural Revolution Shanghai was always a radical power-house (it was
from Shanghai that Mao launched his first propaganda salvo
against the anti-Party group of Peking's Mayor Peng Chen),
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but at the same time it was a source of recurring "economist" dissension among the workers. Today this Machine
Tool Plant appears to continue in the same tradition; its
radical solutions are larger and bolder, but its problems
seem to be more persistent.
In other factories the advantages of the new "unified
system of management" were more evident. Before the
Cultural Revolution, factories had been run by two separate
although linked hierarchies—those of the management and
those of the Party Committee. Technique and politics
worked side by side but did not always co-exist very well.
The structure resembled an inverted triangle, with management and Party at the top two corners, bearing down upon
the workers at the lowest point. Today the workers, management and Party are combined in one Revolutionary
Committee, whose departments are solely responsible for
running the factory. The Party Committee still exercises

ultimate leadership, but it exists as the "inner core" of the
Revolutionary Committee rather than outside it; and it no
longer operates its own departments. "Our organization is
both simpler and more efficient," I was told at a Printing
and Dying Mill in Sian. "Now we have our Three-in-One
combination of workers, management and Party all sitting
around the same table."
The Revolutionary Committee of this mill had 21 members of whom 12 were ordinary workers, 6 were cadres or
management, and 3 were soldiers from the Liberation Army
who had been seconded to the factory. The Party Committee itself had 17 members, 11 of whom served simultaneously on the Revolutionary Committee. Only one-third of these
Party members were cadres or officials. Yet, in spite of the
Cultural Revolution, the hopeful socialist who seeks the
perfection of egalitarianism will not find it among the Chinese workers. At the Shanghai Machine Tool Plant the highRAMPARTS
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est wage for technicians was 125 yuan a month; the lowest
for workers was 48, while the average was 68. These figures
are comparable to those in other factories in China as well
"The highest wages have stayed the same," I was told at
a papermill near Hangchow, "because they are fixed by the
State But we are making adjustments to the lowest wage,
step by step and year by year." And at a silk mill m the
same town, we were firmly informed that, "Both the worker's technical skill and his political consciousness are taken
into account when deciding his salary, but politics is the
less important of the two."
[ T H E RISE AND FALL OF THE RED GUARDS]

IVE YEARS AGO COMRADE MA WAS a female student
at the middle (high) school which is attached to
Peking's Tsinghua University, the country's leading technical and scientific institution. It was there
in May 1966 that the country's first Red Guard group was
formed to struggle against the "revisionist Hne in education " In a letter to these high school Red Guards Mao Tsetung first offered his "warm support" for the movement. (It
is still not clear whether the first Red Guards had been encouraged by Maoist leaders to organize themselves, or
whether the movement really was as spontaneous as is officially claimed.)
y.,JJ,
The manifestos of the Red Guards at Tsinghua Middle

F

School were published in the Party Journal Red Flag. "We
wield our golden rods," said the most famous of these
iconoclastic broadsides. "We display our supernatural
powers and use our magic to turn the old world upside
down, smash it to pieces, pulverize it, create chaos and make
a tremendous mess, the bigger the better." Liu Shao-ch'i
and the old world of Party bureaucracy were smashed, but
the chaos went on for too long. Today one can meet reformed Red Guards who will talk with reasonable candor
about the factional warfare which developed between rival
groups, each claiming to be "the only true left."
At Tsinghua University they admit to "a hundred days of
fighting" in April-July 1968, during which homemade guns
and cannons were used, rooftop catapults deployed against
rival headquarters, tunnels dug against enemy positions,
and tractors converted into tanks. Only 300 or so students
out of 10,000 actually engaged in fighting, but most of the
rest took sides, helping the fiighters with steamed bread and
other provisions, though quitting the campus when the
battle grew too hot.
» J ^ „„
Then Chairman Mao stepped in. (Why he did not do so
earlier, and what precisely happened in the year 1967-1968
when most of the violence took place, are questions which
meet with embarrassed laughs.) "You think that y o u and no one e l s e - a r e right and that without you the world
will stop moving," Mao chided the Guards at a meeting in
Peking And he warned them not to be hoodwinked by the
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"class enemies" who were promoting dissent between the
rival factions. "Pay special attention to this point!" Then
the Workers' Mao Tse-tung Thought Propaganda Team arrived "to restore a working-class leadership to the educational superstructure.." At Tsinghua there were 5000 Team
members, or one for every two students, drawn from over
60 Peking factories and stiffened by a contingent from the
People's Liberation Army.
At first the workers were opposed by the "ultra-left" student faction in Tsinghua—those who advocated a policy of
"doubting everything and knocking everything down"—
which went by the name of the April 14 group. Go back to
your factories, they shouted; grasp revolution and promote
production there. Some of the teaching staff at Tsinghua
were glad to have the workers restore order, but not to have
them interfere with the educational process. "You take the
political leadership while we take the vocational leadership,"
they told the workers.
In a few days the April 14 group had been persuaded to
form a "great alliance" with the rival "Chingkangshan"
group—but only on paper. "If we sat down together, we
would just start cursing. We would shake hands over the
table, while we kicked each other under the table." Eventually most of the student body was sent to work in the
countryside, in the factories or in the armed forces. A skeleton staff and student body remained behind, and the university stayed shut for two years. Then in the fall of 1970 it re-

opened, taking in 2800 new students. There still were 500
workers and soldiers in the Propaganda Team which supervised the university; and they now occupy 11 out of the 31
places on the new Revolutionary Committee which has replaced the old Party Committee—the original object of the
Red Guards' attack.

C

OMRADE

MA, EX-ACTIVIST

IN

THE

middle-School

Red Guards, is now a student at the university
wearing a navy uniform. Like all college entrants
in China today, she must have had at least two
years' practical experience as a worker, peasant or soldier
before qualifying for admission. The days are past when
bright middle-school kids in the cities could pass the exams
and go straight to college. The intake of new students was
carefully defined for us as consisting of 45 percent workers, 40 percent peasants and 15 percent PLA. Less than 10
percent are the children of cadres and less than 3 percent
come from a family which belonged before Liberation to the
"exploiting classes."
Comrade Ma belongs to that small percentage of students at Tsinghua University whose parents are cadres
rather than workers or peasants; she is also one of very
few middle-school kids of her generation to make college
at all. What has happened to the thousands of other Red
Guards in Peking who put into practice Mao's thesis that
"It is right to rebel . . .," but forgot the proviso that "It is
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right to rebel against reactionaries" (and not indiscriminately against one another)? Is it really true, as the ChinaWatching legend has it, that they all have been banished to
Outer Tibet or Inner Mongolia, where they are seething with
discontent?
[COLLEGE IN THE COUNTRY]

T

HE MIDDLE-SCHOOL STUDENTS, ex-Red Guards from
Peking, whom I met cutting vegetables on the Date
Garden commune near Yenan, were attending
classes, so they said, at China's great agricultural
university. More -than 26,000 children from Peking middle
schools had left the city in the winter of 1968 to temper
themselves through labor.
"Although my dress was clean and I wore a white shirt,
my ideology was dirty," said a 19-year-old girl from No. 14
Middle School. "We Red Guards had some great achievements. We went to the streets, we wiped out the ghosts and
monsters, we opposed the capitalist road, but we could not
integrate ourselves with the masses. And so we have gone to
the masses."
Like the cadres who attend the May 7th Cadre Schools,
these "educated youth," as they are officially described,
lead a life which is hard but not unendurable. They live in
their own dormitory on the commune and cook their own
meals (an important concession for city dwellers who find
peasant cooking hard to stomach). They keep their own
pigs, poultry, and rabbits. They have the regulation onesixtieth of an acre as a private plot for growing vegetables,
and they earn work-points under the same system as the
peasants. They have all been home at least once to see their
families.
As many as 10 million Red Guards are estimated by outside observers to have gone to the countryside since Mao
declared in December 1968 that "it is very necessary for
educated young people . . . to be re-educated by the poor
and lower-middle peasants." I myself met only three out of
all these millions, and it is impossible to say how the others
are being treated, but it would surely be un-Maoist as well
as counter-productive if they were undergoing repression
instead of re-education in the great agricultural university.
[ T H E EDUCATIONAL REVOLUTION]

My Small Self-Criticism
"Although the situation is unprecedently fine at home and
abroad, I sometimes laugh in class, and I don't always
run to exercise in the playground. I am one of those who
give way to nonpolitical behavior. 1 must never forget
class struggle and I must learn from the good workingstyle of thePLA."

T

HE TWELVE-YEAR-OLD F I F T H GRADER w h o

pinned

up his self-criticism on the classroom wall in a Nanking primary school did not do so because foreign
visitors were expected that day, but because every
child does the same. This system of self-assessment is part
of the "five-good" movement which has been copied from
the armed forces; and it is practiced in factories and of-

fices as well as in the schools. On a flimsy sheet of pink
paper, headed by a stencilled quotation from Chairman
Mao, every schoolchild or worker sums up his behavior
which will be discussed, together with that of his colleagues,
at a regular monthly meeting.
It is by means such as these that the "petit-bourgeois deviations" which led so many Red Guards into trouble during the Cultural Revolution'are being ironed out in the new
educational system. The Red Guards still exist as a mass
organization in the schools, but the rival factions have been
disbanded, their printing presses have been confiscated and
their nationwide liaison networks broken up, while the
more tightly disciplined Young Communist League, whose
activities were suspended during the Cultural Revolution,
is now being revived. The Red Guards concern themselves
with putting on song-and-dance entertainments, organizing physical exercise in the parks, sweeping the tombs of
revolutionary martyrs and marching to the countryside,
with red flag aloft, to help the peasants. They no longer
make politics or revolution.
1U SHAO-CH'I HAS BEEN BLAMED for the revisionist line
in education that "reading is everything." In the
. past, it is now said, Chinese students were divorced
" " from politics, from physical labor and from production. This is something of an exaggeration, but certainly
there has never before been such a close relationship between theory and practice, between the classroom and the
workshop or rice paddy.
The length of primary and secondary schooling has been
shortened from twelve years to nine, with five years at primary school (starting at the age of seven) and four more
at middle school. Thereafter one becomes a "worker, peasant or soldier." (The system still is described as "experimental," and in some primary schools there is a six-year
course.) Local factories or communes help to run the
school management and to ensure that the school curricula
are relevant to the needs of production. In a working year
of about forty-two weeks (with six weeks off in the summer and three weeks' vacation in the winter, plus national
holidays), fifth-graders are supposed to spend six weeks
doing some kind of productive labor, teachers and staff at
least one month. The vocational value of the productive
work done by the children may not be very high; its purpose is less to teach them a trade than to demonstrate
through practice that physical labor is not to be despised.

1

T

HE PRESENT SYSTEM OF EXAMINATIONS," Said M a O

Tse-tung prior to the Cultural Revolution, "is to
treat the students as enemies and to ambush them."
Formal exams have been abolished as a means
of entrance to higher school or college, and they have been
replaced as part of the teaching curriculum by open-book
tests and similar methods. Students and teachers may, for
example, discuss in advance what ground such a test should
should cover, and seek answers to the questions collectively.
But the revolution in education only goes so far, and
many teaching innovations in the West which go under the
name of educational revolution would be regarded by the
Chinese as individualistic and anti-social. The act of choice
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is not personal but collective. Whether it concerns the
courses a student takes or the level of education he may
reach, the masses and the Party must be consulted. Classroom discipline is strict, especially at primary-school level.
There is no question of whether to let the kids mess around
with a box of paints to encourage "self-expression" in the
amiable fashion of Western progressive schools; to the Chinese teachers, that is an individualistic luxury. Even kindergarten kids, who entertain visitors with Mao songs and
dances, do so with hardly a trace of showing off or shyness;
already they are conscious that their performance is only
part of the collective show.
Yet Chinese children are not politicized automata, although this impression can easily be derived from the overly
formal manner in which they are presented to the foreign
guest. Chinese children are, above all, social animals with a
sense of articulate self-assurance which is likely to surprise
most Western visitors. At the foot of the Wild Goose Pagoda in Sian, I came across three young girl Red Guards
practicing a Tibetan folk dance (the music was traditional,
the words were in praise of Chairman Mao), oblivious of
the light rain which fell upon the damp flagstones. "Are
you happy?" I asked them when they stopped to climb the

pagoda. "Yes," said one of them with a toothy smile. "We
are happy. It is the happiness of new China."
[THE POLITICAL STRUGGLE CONTINUES]

HE WORLD OF INNER-PARTY POLITICS is as impenetrable from within China as from without, but
the political struggle is still going on. Who exactly
are the "political swindlers" currently being denounced in a weighty press campaign, although never by
name? The field after all is wide open. In the museum at
Yenan, cradle of the Chinese communists from the end
of the Long March until the Civil War, only four leaders
are mentioned by name—Chairman Mao, Vice-Chairman
Lin Piao, Premier Chou En-lai and K'ang Sheng, a close
colleague of Mao's and fourth member of the Party Politburo's Standing Committee. The fifth member, philosopher
Chen Po-ta and also a long-time colleague of Mao's, has
disappeared from sight altogether.
The relaxed domestic atmosphere in China today should
not lead us to take an overly bland view of the state of
high-level party politics, although we should be equally
wary of empty pekinological speculation. The Chinese

T
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themselves make it quite clear that the struggle against
revisionism was a question of organization as well as of
line. They speak of conspiracies, plots and anti-Party factions, and admit that the "remnants" of Liu Shao-chi'i's influence are stiU felt.
In most of the Chinese towns I visited (Shanghai was an
interesting exception), large-character posters of recent
vintage were displayed denouncing a "counter-revolutionary" organization called the May 16 group (though no
word of this has appeared in the official press). In a lull of
the Cultural Revolution during the winter of 1967-68, this
group was denounced for ultra-leftist excesses which included the sacking of the British mission in Peking; and
several members of the leading Cultural Revolution group
who were close to Mao's wife, Chiang Ching, were denounced for complicity in the group's "evil deeds." Why,
three years after the event, has it again come under fire?
Partly it is an accusation against the very small minority
of Red Guards and rebels who committed offenses which
are judged to be of a crihiinal nature (murder, violence and
rape) during the Cultural Revolution. These unsolved cases
are being cleared up. There have been reports of mass trials
and even of sentences to death by execution. The ramifications of the May 16 Group are extremely complicated, and
it takes time to unravel them. It is hard to say exactly where
it will lead.

Y

ET IT IS NOT A STRAIGHTFORWARD process of Criminal investigation, since it is associated with the
"ultra-leftist" deviation under which label many
activists in the Cultural Revolution might be included. Peking's foreign comunity hums with the usual
rumors of struggles in high places. Nieh Yuan-tzu, once
the most famous female Red Guard leader at Peking University, is said to have been struggled against for three
months at mass meetings. Perhaps Chen Po-ta himself has
been tagged with the ultra-leftist label?
Even if Chen, or other high officials whose names have
been suggested, do not belong to the ranks' of "political
swindlers" who are being denounced, perhaps they should
be numbered among the "senior cadres who have failed to
remold themselves." (The two categories are sometimes
linked together, thus adding to our analytical confusion.)
Here we are perhaps on safer ground, since there is no
a priori reason why anyone should not one day find himself due for remolding. In the words of Chairman Mao: In
the course of building the socialist society, everyone needs
to be remolded.
This merely provides a doctrinal smokescreen behind
which the forces of conservatism and pragmatism can bring
the wheel full circle and liquidate the power of those leftists
who, claim some cynical China Watchers, rose high in the
Cultural Revolution. There is no way of proving or disproving this kind of speculation. All that can be said from
personal observation is that at less-exalted levels of leadership (the cadres from Chungwen District at the May 7
Cadre School, for instance) the process of "remolding" is
not a mere power struggle, but is manifestly concerned
with fundamental questions of one's attitude to society.
(Of course, there still may be overtones of conflict over

organizational power which the visitor cannot perceive.)
Is it so very different at the higher levels of leadership?
Some China Watchers say, "The PLA is everywhere in
China." And it is undeniably true that military representatives occupy roughly 40 percent of the seats on the new
Ninth Central Committee, elected two years ago. Yet the
implication of a country under military dictatorship is not
borne out at the level of everyday life. Such an implication stems from a view, for which there is no evident justification, that the PLA is opposed to, or at least stands apart
from, the forces of revolution in China. But this overlooks
the fact that, as Premier Chou En-lai once said, "this is a
very special kind of army."
[LIVING POLITICS IN THE P L A ]

There are no juke-boxes in the Soldiers' Club of the Second Company, 587 Regiment, 196 Division. It is a place,
so the Political Instructor explained, where the enlisted
men can study Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-tung Thought.
Here they may inspect the homemade land-mines and the
rabbiting rifles which their predecessors used to fight the
Japanese, and the burp-guns which were captured from
the Americans in Korea. "We did not give them a receipt for the weapons," said the Political Instructor. They
may read from the Record of Bitter Events, and compare
China's bitter past with her happy present as described in
the Record of Happiness. These two books, together with
the Company History, are the Three Great Heirlooms
which occupy pride of place in the Soldiers' Club, beneath the portrait of Chairman Mao.

F

ROM 1959, WHEN LIN piAO TOOK OVER as China's
Minister of Defense, until the Cultural Revolution
began in 1966, the armed forces were being groomed
politically. Soviet-style military elitism, which had
been encouraged during the 1950s by the introduction of
complex systems of ranks and awards, pay and privilege,
was actively discouraged. The role of the Political Instructor, who had functioned less effectively during a period
when new weapons and new techniques fostered a sense of
military professionalism which put politics in second place,
was now restored to first place. The Little Red Book of
Mao's quotations was compiled, in the first instance, as an
army manual.
In the great upheavals of the Cultural Revolution, the
PLA did not invariably observe the directives which were
issued by the Maoist "proletarian headquarters" in Peking,
but on the whole its political discipline and self-control remained high. There was only one major incident of military
disaffection—the Wuhan Incident of July 1967 when two
emissaries from Mao's Cultural Revolution Group in Peking were detained in the city of Wuhan with the connivance of the regional military commander. Elsewhere in the
country most PLA commanders adopted the kind of "handsoff" policy towards the Red Guards and rebels which had
been enjoined upon them by Peking, even when their own
units were attacked by young revolutionaries in search of
weapons. When the PLA intervened in response to Mao's
instructions to "support the left," it usually did so in small
groups and by argument, rather than by force of arms.
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Again it must be stressed that there were exceptions; and
it also seems likely that in many cases the local PLA authorities tended to support the less revolutionary of the contending Red Guard groups (although there is no reason
why one should expect the army to have supported the
ultra-revolutionary groups instead). Generally speaking,
however, one may agree with the assessment of Chiang
Ching (Mao's wife), who once asked, "Is there such an
army in any other part of the world? Everywhere we seized
their guns, beat them up, and scolded them. But they did
not answer back, nor did they argue . . . . Our field armies
are good, and so are the local armies." Mao himself has
spoken with cheerful contempt of the Soviet claim that
China has now become a military and bureaucratic dictatorship: "When they spot many military men listed on our
rosters, they say that the dictatorship is 'military.' Let them
say what they like!"
One still may have a twinge of doubt about all those
high-ranking military officers, some of whose faces seem
well larded with the fat of good living, who appear on the
rostrum near Mao at the mass demonstrations in T'ien an
Men Square. There is a certain monotony too about the
way in which most provincial Revolutionary Committees are
headed up by a military man. As the provincial Party Committees (in abeyance during the Cultural Revolution) are
reconstituted, as they have been since the autumn of 1970,
the same PLA names appear on their lists. It also is relevant to note that the armed forces is the only sector of
Chinese society where the Cultural Revolution was not carried out. All military units except for the PLA's teaching
academies and colleges were specifically exempted from the
process of "struggle, criticism and transformation." Those
Red Guard units who called for the "dragging-out of a
handful of capitalist-roaders in the army" were branded as
ultra-leftists or as counter-revolutionaries in disguise. Officially the PLA had no need of a Cultural Revolution, since
its political standards and its loyalty to the Thought of
Mao Tse-tung were already on a much higher level than
that of the Party bureaucracy.

W

HETHER

MAO's CONFIDENCE IN

HIS a r m y

is

justified will ultimately depend on the real effectiveness of its years of political education
and of practicing the "mass line." I personally
did not find it hard to be convinced that this is an entirely
new kind of army, at least at the level of rank and file.
At the 196th Divisional headquarters, they produced 80
percent of their own rice, and, from the size of the vegetable
gardens and piggeries, I could believe the claim that they
were entirely self-sufficient in meat and vegetables. In the
nearby fields, we witnessed a setpiece display of soldiers
from the division helping out the peasants from the local
commune, and divisional commander Chang Sheng-kuei, a
burly veteran of the civil war, picked up his hoe to do his
share. This particular scene may have been stage-managed,
but again and again I witnessed scenes of passing soldiers
at work in the fields, or in vegetable gardens in the city suburbs, giving credibility to the old revolutionary tradition of
"a gun in one hand and a hoe in the other."

PLA soldier is the man with whom one can safely leave
one's children in a public place, or ask to keep an eye on
one's luggage in the train. This too may sound a trifle contrived, but I can only report that in the sort of everyday
life that the foreign visitor observes there was no trace of
an oppressive military presence. The uniform itself is evident enough and, because the PLA does not allow its
soldiers to appear in public in civilian clothes, it is seen
with sufficient frequency to justify the China-Watching
belief that the PLA is "everywhere." But the political overtones of this assertion remain unproven.
[POSTSCRIPT]

EVOLUTIONARY CHINA, and in particular the Cultural Revolution, has addressed itself not only
to the quality of peoples' ideology, but to their
' physical and social lives as well. Chinese shops
are well stocked with basic consumer goods, and there is a
greater variety than before the Cultural Revolution. Food is
in good supply, though meat is a little expensive. The grain
ration seems quite adequate at 30 pounds or so a month for
the non-manual worker. The cotton ration is tighter, but
there are enough spare coupons for buying fancy clothes
for the younger children.

R

There were no beggars either in Shanghai or in the other
cities I visited, though I did see an old peddler in Sian who
was selling ear-scratchers made of bone. There is a poster
campaign against infant ailments, but I only saw one child
with impetigo among thousands, none with rickets or the
other ghastly diseases which spell malnutrition in every
other "Third World" country I've visited.
Formal entertainment is limited at the moment to a
handful of approved "revolutionary" operas and ballets
(though some regional variations are allowed), and local
song-and-dance troupes which have a wider, but still highly
politicized, repertoire. I expect that the variety will grow in
time, just as the museums are beginning to reopen, and
books other than the works of Mao are being published.
Of course the municipal parks are always open; there you
can see old men doing shadow-boxing and young men practicing more conventional forms of morning exercise. The
sports stadiums are full—it is, incidentally, the convention
to applaud the losing side. And there is a stunning show of
traditional acrobatics in Shanghai.
What else should I say? That housing is cramped but
cheap, that public transport in the cities is uniformly excellent, that kindergartens where working mothers can
leave their children are found almost everywhere? Or else
that things cannot be quite so bright behind the scenes, witness the current campaign which one sees on the wallposters against "theft, speculation and waste"?
Life, in short, is not too bad at all in post-Cultural Revolution China, though it might yet be better. This in itself is
enough to make China—by comparison with the rest of the
developing world—the big story of the postwar decades.
What Mao and his colleagues are trying to do—to give
an entire nation of seven hundred million a uniquely socialist "world outlook"—must make China the story of the
century.

To the average Chinese, I was told by one mother, the
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Jesus Now:
Hogwash and Holy Water

S

WEPT ALONG IN THE SQUALL of Peace OH Right Now

You-Name-It Against The War placards at the
Spring Offensive in San Francisco waved a flimsy
blue poster with drippy red lettering that read
Jesus: A Bridge Over Troubled Waters. The bearer wasn't
a collared cleric or a Youth Fellowshipper chalking up
merit points for heaven, but a scroungy, ponchoed, bellbottomed veteran of the streets. Anyone at all familiar with
what is happening in California simply nodded a recognition—ah, a Jesus freak—accepted his tract and plowed on
to the polo field. A few stopped and stared, obviously
shaken to their Sunday School roots by the very idea of
freak evangelism, a fairly new breed in the hip-liberation
menagerie. But there he was, marching right-on along with

the red armbands, the lavender headbands, the brown
berets, the black berets, the inverted flags, the hardstepping
women, the saffron robes and the green earth insignias. And
this barefoot boy with his flimsy blue bridge-over-troubledwaters certainly did not seem to have come at the wrong
time or to the wrong place with whatever message he had
to give America in the Seventies.
The message of Jesus-freaks, in case you haven't been
able to skim their tracts or sit still through their spiel, is
simply down-home, Jesus-is-the-way, evangelical fundamentalism delivered with flower-child innocence and visionary fervor. The movement is incredibly broad-based.
There are over 200 Jesus communes in California alone,
a Jesus headquarters coffeehouse or headshop in every
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